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Abstract:
Systems of computer models constitute the new frontier of many scientific and engineering simulations. These can be multi-physics systems of computer simulators such as coupled tsunami
simulators with earthquake sources [8], coupled multi-physics model of the human heart [6], and
multi-disciplinary systems such as aerospace systems [1]. Other examples include climate models [2], or highly multi-disciplinary future biodiversity models [7]. The number and complexity of
computer models involved can hinder the analysis of such systems. For instance, the engineering
design optimization of an aerospace system typically requires hundreds of thousands of system
evaluations. When the system has feed-backs across computer models, the number of simulations
becomes computationally prohibitive. Therefore, building and using a surrogate model is crucial:
the system outputs can be predicted at little computational cost, and subsequent sensitivity analysis, uncertainty propagation or inverse modeling can be conducted in a computationally efficient
manner.
Gaussian process (GP) emulators have gained popularity as surrogate models of systems of computer models in fields including environmental science, biology and geophysics because of their
attractive statistical properties. However, many studies construct global GP emulators (named
as composite emulators hereinafter) of such systems based on global inputs and outputs without
consideration of system structures. One major drawback of such a structural ignorance is that
designing experiments can be expensive because system structures may induce high non-linearity
between global inputs and outputs [5]. Furthermore, runs of the whole system are required to
produce new training points, even though the overall functional complexity global inputs and
outputs originates from a few computer models. This pitfall is particularly undesirable because
modern engineering and physical systems can include multiple computer models.
To overcome the disadvantages of the composite emulator, two recent studies in [3] and [4] have
derived a structure-informed emulator, called linked emulator [3], for a feed-forward system of two
computer models under the assumption of squared exponential kernel. Inspired by the linked emulator, we generalize it to an integrated emulator for any feed-forward system of multiple computer
models, under a variety of kernels (exponential, squared exponential, and two key Matérn kernels)
that are essential in advanced applications. The integrated emulator combines Gaussian process
emulators of individual computer models, and predicts the global output of the system using a
Gaussian distribution with explicit mean and variance. By learning the system structure, our
integrated emulator outperforms the composite emulator, which emulates the entire system using
only global inputs and outputs. Orders of magnitude prediction improvement can be achieved for
moderate-size designs. A synthetic example is presented in Figure 1 that compares the predictive
performance of the integrated and composite emulators under identical design points.
Furthermore, our analytic expressions allow a fast and efficient adaptive design algorithm that
allocates different runs to individual computer models based on their heterogeneous functional
complexity. This design yields either significant computational gains or orders of magnitude
reductions in prediction errors for moderate training sizes. We demonstrate the skills and benefits
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of the integrated emulator in a series of synthetic experiments and a feed-back coupled firedetection satellite model.
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Figure 1: Composite and integrated emulators of a computer system of three computer models
f1 = sin(πx), f2 = cos(5w1 ) and f3 = sin(w22 ) connected sequentially. The solid line is the true
functional form between the global input and output of the system; the dashed line is the mean
prediction; the shaded area represents 95% prediction interval; the filled circles are training points
used to construct the emulators.
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